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BEFORE YOU DIG AUSTRALIA – THE TRANSFORMATION

The formation of the new national safety entity, ‘Before You Dig Australia’ (BYDA) has created a refreshed and streamlined organisation, set to deliver better outcomes for the 
protection of Australian lives and important infrastructure assets.

Established in Western Australia in 1984 before being duplicated across all States - and previously operating under the banner of ‘Dial Before You Dig’ (DBYD) - Australia’s 
national referral service for information on underground pipes and cables had been delivered by five separate state entities, along with a national head office.
But 35 years later and with a growing need for safety information and advice from major organisations like Telstra, through to home handymen and women right across 
Australia, it had become evident that there was a need to take another look at how the organisation was operating.

According to BYDA CEO Mell Greenall, the previous organisational structure had become frustratingly cumbersome and wasn’t maximising the group’s full potential to deliver 
important safety and damage prevention support for its members.
“While the referral service had always been consistent, what we found was that in trying to deliver that service by effectively six different businesses, we weren’t always 
putting our energy into where we needed to be getting bang for buck and we struggled with issues like a lack of uniform marketing and messaging, depending on which state 
or territory members and consumers were dealing with,” she said.
“And even though we were essentially providing the same service regardless of postcodes, our different pricing structures for our services across those individual markets was 
also a challenge, particularly for our national members, so it become increasingly obvious we needed to start thinking about change.”

But change is sometimes easier said than done and understandably, there was some initial reluctance to introduce wholesale changes to the structure and governance of the 
well-established businesses.

“It wasn’t a matter of us operating badly, it was more a matter of investigating if we could operate better,” said Ms Greenall.

“But more importantly, such a radical potential change to a mature operation needed to be driven by facts, data and logic and interrogating the case for change was our first 
challenge.”



So, what was the secret to the successful transformation of six individual business models into one cohesive national entity, and where to now for the newly badged 

BYDA?

Acutus Director Darren McGowan said a shared commitment to reaching the right outcomes for members and asset protection, and a commitment to dealing with 

facts with rigor and not emotions, underpinned the evolution.

“One of the keys was that we were dealing with a group who were willing to evolve and potentially change their views based on evidence, even if they may not have 

all been initially, equally convinced of the benefits of the merger,” he said.

“There’s no doubt there were some robust discussions along the way of the two-year journey, but at every key decision point, we always had unanimous agreement 

and I think that spoke volumes about people being listened to and respected.” 

BYDA Vice Chair and South Australia/Northern Territory region director, Alan Lee said engaging experienced change consultants in the Acutus team had also been 

extremely beneficial.

“They were very thorough, very detailed and took the time to listen to all of our relevant stakeholders and the process ran very smoothly,” he said.

“I think one of the big bonuses for us now is that we can really focus on our overall, national strategy and growth opportunities and put our collective resources to 

much better use.”

Creating a transformation committee and working with Melbourne-based strategy consulting firm Acutus, the team’s initial conversations were around challenging the 

collective organisations’ financial viability and working budgets, but this quickly moved onto a Memorandum of Understanding to investigate the case for 

transformation, and a potential shift to a truly national organisation. This was agreed to by all the DBYD entities in November 2019.

And if the case for change was found to be valid, the next challenge was how to work through the potential mire of winding up six individual businesses subject to 

different legal and governance frameworks.

“While it was certainly a challenge and not without some robust conversations, I think where we have finally landed is very, very positive and logical,” he said. 

“I think the future for us now is extremely bright and effectively the organisation has been unshackled for some exciting future growth.”



“I think it was very important that this discussion was driven by the State Chairs – as distinct from the national office - and guided by our independent Director Stuart 

Smith as the Committee Chair,” said Ms Greenall.

“Once we started being led by the data and the logic, the conversation matured very quickly. There was a real sense that we had to get this right and we looked at the 

rationale behind every decision with a lens that put our members and users first in that process, rather than sliding into State-centric sensitivities.”

The size of the challenge was not lost on the Transformation Committee Chair, Stuart Smith who describes it as more than two years of important, but hard and 

complicated work that ultimately developed the compelling case for change.

Western Australia region director Kelvin Grace said despite some early hesitancy about how the transformation process would be rolled out, he was pleased with the 

outcome.

“I think as a national organisation we have transitioned our governance and our cost base across to a much cleaner, simpler and cheaper model and our members will 

benefit from those changes,” he said.

“With a more agile national structure, now we can really focus on our fundamental strategies around education, growth, operational excellence, industry engagement 

and advocacy and our core purpose which is zero harm and zero damage.”

Taking on the role of BYDA’s inaugural Chair and Queensland region director, Neil Weatherly also sees a bright future for the refocused organisation.

“Clearly, I think we can now focus on our core business which should be around delivering important information and value to our members and customers regardless of 

where they’re operating, rather than being bogged down with the unnecessary replication of some of our previous administration and paperwork,” he said.

“I think what we’ve managed to achieve in the timeframe we have, has been quite remarkable and relatively smooth sailing. I can only commend everyone who has 

been involved!”

For Greg Rotheram, BYDA’s New South Wales/ACT region director, the process couldn’t have been successful without the combined courage to make some hard 

decisions and for some people, like him, to admit that they may have been wrong.



“I have to admit that I wasn’t initially a supporter of the unification of the organisation, but the reality is that I couldn’t argue with the evidence that was put in front of 

me and the result has genuinely exceeded my expectations and I’m a convert. Now I think we’re looking at a bigger and brighter future than I ever imagined.”

From his perspective, region director for Victoria and Tasmania, Eric Bardy is looking forward to a less complicated decision-making process on key decisions for the new 

national Board.

“It has always been a challenge trying to negotiate with six different entities with sometimes very different priorities and local concerns,” he said. 

“Now we have one Board where each region can have an equal voice at the table, and I can see a really positive future for us as one homogenous body.”

Independent BYDA director Darryl Worthington has reflected that what has always been a strong safety brand across all construction-based industries, now has a chance 

to focus on making a deeper connection with the community.

"I see a real opportunity in connecting better with the wider community and getting our safety messages and information out there even more broadly,” he said.

“And I think now as a more cohesive, single organisation we potentially also have a much bigger role to play in working with government and being able to advocate and 

support advances in innovation and technology.”

Before You Dig Australia’s inaugural CEO, Mell Greenall said she was delighted to be part of a team that had shown the maturity and enthusiasm to tackle such a 

wholesale change of an organisation.

“I think I’ve been extremely lucky to work with a board that’s been willing to step outside their comfort zone in terms of change and really challenge the operational 

status quo,” she said.

“Collectively we’ve asked the hard questions, listened to the data and the facts and I believe we’ve come out as much stronger organisation and I’m genuinely excited to 

see us deliver an even more significant safety impact across Australia.” 

The following pages detail BYDA’s transformation process in detail.



Despite DBYD’s successes, there was a burning 
platform for organisational transformation



The combined approach was logical and structured



Transformation was underpinned by board decisions 



Initially Financial baselines and transformation opportunities were developed 



This was followed by the design of structural options and a new operating model 



A highly structured process was utilised to design a transformed operating model 



Stakeholders were then engaged to make transformation decisions and a supported governance design 



As the final step, the implementation plan was developed and executed



BYDA’s transformation was a success due to the roles that key participants in the process played



A range of high-value benefits have been identified as outcomes of transformation



BYDA is realising a range of benefits from transitioning from DBYD to a collaborative and leadership driven culture



The Transformation has also allowed BYDA to develop a single mission, vision and purpose 
building on DBYD’s legacy



BYDA has now established a new Strategy to lead and guide the organisation for the next 
five years



BYDA still has a number of opportunities to pursue –including a post transformation review in 
2023




